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xpectations are rising for both
California public schools and their
students. In response, many educators

and a growing number of other Californians are
questioning whether the state's schoolsas
they are currently staffed and operatedhave
the capacity to deliver what is expected. And if
they do not, to what extent is it because they
are not adequately funded?

Indeed, various analyses, anecdotes from
local schools, data comparisons with other
states, and a growing political sentiment indi-
cate that California's public schools are under-
funded for the task at hand.
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In California today, there is growing aware-
ness that the call for higher standards has fiscal

implications. Elsewhere in the United
States that convergence is leading to a
fundamental shift in the way courts,
researchers, state policy makers, and
educators are conceptualizing school

4 finance. There is a growing emphasis
on the idea of funding adequacy
that is, determining the level of re-

10 sources schools should receive based
on a definition of the educational
goals of the system.

The adequacy approach attempts
to answer two questions: How much

14
money would be enough and where
would it best be spent? This inquiry
swiftly raises multiple issues:

17 V What is needed to give students
equal access to educational
opportunity?

V What level of achievement is ex-
pected from students?

13

23
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V What are accurate and fair mea-
sures of what students and schools
are accomplishing?

V What are the most important
components for an effective
education system? 2

How do local differences affect the, way
resources should be used?

V How can the state responsibility for student
achievement be balanced with the need for
local flexibility to respond to differing cir-
cumstances?

/ What can be done to make the system more
efficient and more effective?

This report provides a framework in which
Californians can explore these issues as they
relate to school funding. Armed with a better
understanding of the many factors that must be
considered, perhaps the state as a whole can
arrive at a well thought-out answer to the
question, "How much is enough?"

The sth©© finance system
has evolved over the past
three decades
Historically in the United States, local property
taxes were the major source of funding for public
schools, and the tax rate was locally determined.
This often led to dramatic differences in school
funding, usually depending on the relative prop-
erty wealth of the surrounding community.

Equal funding was meant to
equalize students' opportunities
In the last 30 years, this property taxbased
approach to school funding has gradually given
way, usually by court order, to systems that at-
tempt to create greater funding equity among
school districts. The underlying assumption is
that a clear relationship exists between how
much money schools receive and how well
their students are educated.

This rationale is summarized in The Future
of Children: Financing Schools, a 1997 publication
by the David and Lucile Packard Foundation.
"Schooling matters. Decades of research confirm
that both the quality and the quantity of
schooling are strongly associated with increased
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income, better health, lower levels of criminal
activity, and less reliance on public assistance.
The justification for public financial support of
schooling is both civic and personal. Schools
are expected to prepare children for the respon-
sibilities of citizenship and to improve their in-
dividual economic prospects and quality of life."

During the 1970s and 1980s, many state
courts found great disparities in base per pupil
spending between high and low property-
wealth districts. They mandated that these
funding disparities be eradicated. In placing dis-
tricts on a level fiscal playing field, the courts
often invoked equal protection clauses in state
constitutions to establish that
state governments have an
obligation to equalize students'
access to educational opportu-
nities and thus life chances.

The courts, voters,
arnd Re isillators have
shaped Callnfornies
funding system
Begun in 1968, the Serrano v.
Priest court decision in Califor-
nia (see box) was one of the
earliest of these legal suits. The
tenets of that decision began
reshaping the school funding
structure in California in the
early 1970s. In the years follow-
ing, many related state laws
and constitutional amendments
were passed. They included:

Proposition 13: Passed by
voters in 1978, this consti-
tutional amendment re-
sulted in a dramatic
reduction in the amount of
local property tax revenue
available for cities, coun-
ties, other special districts,
and especially for schools.

(' AB 8: This legislation im-
plemented Proposition 13
and shielded schools from
some of the measure's ef-
fects. In the process the

Figure

Funding for California's Public Schools Comes
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state replaced the lost property taxes and
effectively took control of school funding.

e/ Proposition 98: This 1988 voter-approved
initiative guaranteed K-14 schools (kinder-
garten through community college) a mini-
mum level of funding depending on the
state's tax revenues.

More recently, a plethora of new categorical
programs have been created. In some cases,
these programs have addressed differential stu-
dent needs. But most recently they have also
been a way for state policy makers to pressure
school districts into certain types of expenditures

from Several Sources

Federal

State

Property Tax

Local Misc.
Lottery

Sources Distribution

4

Categorical

General Purpose
(Revenue Limit)

Miscellaneous

In this diagram, the column on the left shows the five sources of money for
schools in California.The column on the right shows how the different
sources feed into school district budgets.The categorical portion is earmarked
by either the state or federal government for specific purposes or categories
of students.

State funds and property taxes are the funds included in the Proposition 98
guarantee and make up more than 80% of total education funding in California.

For 1999 -2000, the total estimated revenues for KI 2 education
were $44.2 billion from these sources:

Federal government $4.2 billion

State funds $26.1 billion

Local property taxes $ 10.1 billion

Local miscellaneous revenues $3.1 billion

Lottery $0.7 billion

These funds were provided to educate a projected 5.6 million (ADA)
California public school students. ADA is Average Daily Attendance.

Data: Office of the Legislative Analyst EdSource 4/00
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The Serrano- decision- left- its- legacy in California

Begun in 1968, the Serrano v. Priest court case was one of the first law-

suits to challenge the U.S. tradition of locally funding public schools.

The plaintiffs charged that California's school finance system, based on
local property taxes, was unconstitutional.When the case was settled
in the mid-I970s, the courts required the California Legislature to find

a way to finance schools that would be more equitable for both tax-

payers and students.The charge to state leaders, based on equal pro-

tection under the law, was to reduce property wealthrelated
disparities to $100 per student.

The focus was on general purpose money
The focus of both the Serrano decision and the resulting school fund-

ing system developed by the Legislature was the equalization of base,

or foundation, funding for schools. Often called general purpose money,

this is allocated on a per pupil basis to provide for the day-to-day op-
eration of the school district.

The Legislature created a system of "revenue limits" for moving the
base revenues for each type of districtelementary, unified (KI 2),
and high schoolto within a $100 spread commonly called the Ser-
rano band.To achieve equalization, the Legislature granted higher in-

creases to the low-spending districts and held down the increases to

high-spending ones from 1979 to I983.The court accepted this sys-
tem, and a later court ruling allowed the adjustment of the band for
inflation. In 1999-2000 it is estimated at $343 per student.

The courts required that the vast majority of the state's students be

served in districts whose general-purpose revenues fell within the Ser-

rano bands. By 1983, the percentage of students had reached 98% over-

all and the Serrano case was officially closed.

Equity did not mean equal revenues
However, the Serrano decision did not call for equalization of all fund-

ing for schools. Some differences in funding were purposely allowed.

In its approach to equalizing base funding for school districts, the state

used a mechanism called the revenue limit. The revenue limit is the

amount of general purpose money each district may receive from a
combination of state taxes and local property taxes. Revenue limits

were calculated for each district based on historical spending patterns

and originally varied considerably.The court accepted differentrevenue
limits for large and small elementary, high school, and unified districts,

effectively creating six separate Serrano bands.The guiding principle was

that high school programs were costing more to operate and thus
needed a higher level of funding per pupil.This was again based on his-

torical expenditures rather than an analysis of actual program needs.

As Figure 3 on page 6 illustrates, high school districts today have the

highest revenue limits on average, elementary districts the lowest, and

unified districts receive an amount in between.The state also provides

additional funds for the smallest school districts.This is based on the

premise that school districts with a very small number of students can-

not take advantage of some of the economies of scale their larger

counterparts enjoy. As is clear from the chart, a number of funding
anomalies still exist within the current revenue limit system, though it
has been accepted by the courts.

The Serrano decision also specifically excluded categorical programs from

the equalization formulas.These are programs for which funds are ear-

marked, often in order to provide additional services to particular groups

of students. Special Education for disabled students is an example.

At the time, categorical programs were primarily used to help districts

meet special needs either based on student characteristics or special

diitrict circumstances.The widespread use of categoricals for state- and

federally-inspired instructional programs is a more recent phenome-
non.Today, California has more than 80 categorical programs, and about

one-third of education revenues are earmarked for specific purposes.

The effect on low-income communities
has varied
In looking at the problems with a property taxbased school finance

system, courts considered both property values and property tax rates.

In high property-wealth districts, lower tax rates yielded above-average

revenues for educational expenditures. Conversely, low property-
wealth districtseven with higher tax rates--could not raise as much
money for their public schools.

It is important to note that high property wealth does not necessarily

equate to high personal wealth on the part of a school district's families

or residents. Areas with substantial business or industrial property and

thus substantial tax revenues, for example, may serve extremely needy

children.Thus, the Serrano v. Priest decision has not uniformly resulted in

increased financial support for schools with students who live in poverty.

In a February 2000 report entitled For Better or For Worse? School Fi-

nance Reform in California, the Public Policy Institute of California pro-

vides evidence that disadvantaged students as a whole have not
benefited from the Serrano decision. "The Serrano plaintiffs correctly

noted large disparities across school districts in per pupil spending.
They erred, however, in presuming that these disparities were system-

atically related to race and income. Although many low-income and

minority families lived in low-spending districts, just as many lived
in high-spending ones. Thus, reducing inequality at the district level did

not help disadvantaged students as a whole:'

4
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and programs. These have ranged from longer
school days to smaller class sizes to specific pro-
fessional development programs.

Together, these laws and regulations have
evolved into an extremely complex state-
controlled school finance system. But while
California's current system in its entirety has few
friends, each particular funding mechanism and
provision has advocates who work hard to pro-
tect their particular interests. Those competing
special interests make the prospects of revamp-
ing the system daunting for politicians and
educators alike.

The schocd Mance debate in
Cailifornia foca,oses © the
amount, distriba.gion 3.nd
effectiveness ®f funding
Within the context of California's highly com-
plex school finance system, both the level of

Figure 2

California Ranks 40th in the United States
and Last Among 10 Industrial States

'''44;141',L1fr

$2,000 $4,000 $6,000 $8,000 $10 000 $12 000
Dollars per Student (ADA)

1997-98 Expenditures per Student (ADA)
As defined by the National Education Association (NEA) for the
purpose of these comparisons."current expenditures per stu-
dent" measures the operating expenses of KI2 schools, the
costs of running schools day to day, including the costs of county
offices of education and state departments of education. It does
not include expenditures for constructing or renovating buildings
(capital outlay), but it does include the cost of building mainte-
nance. It also excludes interest paid on school district debt and
costs for pre-school and adult education, even if those are admin-
istered through a KI2 school district.

Data: Rankings of the States 1999,
National Education Association EdSource 4/00
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funding and the allocation process raise contro-
versy and frustration. The key issues include:

d The level of overall funding, particularly
based on national comparisons.

d The differences in the revenues school
districts receive.

e/ The uneven distribution of educational
resources, such as quality teachers, across
California's more than 8,000 public schools.

d The efficiency and effectiveness of current
expenditures, including the extent to which
spending decisions should be made at the
state versus the district level.

Most other states spend more
per student than California
General purpose funding within California ap-
pears to be more equitable than it was prior to
the Serrano decision. However, in the process of
equalizing funding within the state, California
has actually made itself less equal to other states,
according to a research report, For Better or For
Worse? School Finance Reform In California. The
report was published by the Public Policy Insti-
tute of California (PPIC), an objective, nonpar-
tisan research foundation.

"In the aftermath of Proposition 13," the Feb-
ruary 2000 publication said, "the state distributed
revenue more equitably across school districts,
but it did so more by leveling down high-
spending districts than by raising low-spending
ones.... Between 1970 and 1997, spending per
pupil in California fell more than 15 percent
relative to spending in the rest of the country."

Various comparisons between California and
other states are available, and most use the "per
pupil expenditure" figure as the yardstick for
comparison. This number reflects the money
school districts spent, not the money they re-
ceived. Therefore it varies somewhat from the
revenue amounts previously mentioned in Figure
1 (on page 2). It nonetheless provides an impor-
tant and often referenced measure that shows
that California's public schools have had less
money to work with than the majority of their
counterparts, particularly in the nation's other
large, urban industrial states.

Figure 2 illustrates the great differences in per
pupil spending that exist between California and

5
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the other industrial states. The average per pupil
expenditure in New Jersey, for example, was al-
most double the California average in 1997-98.

The differences become more marked when
the figures are adjusted for the cost of living in
California, as was done by Education Week in its
January 2000 report, Quality Counts. This analy-
sis used as criteria:

education spending per student, adjusted for
regional cost differences;

the percentage change in inflation-adjusted
education spending per student (from 1988 to
1998); and

the percent of total taxable resources spent
on education.

On this basis, Education Week gave California
a D- for funding adequacy.

As California has increased its per pupil
funding in recent years, public interest in the
state's position vis-a-vis other states has also in-
creased. Many observers are frustrated by the fact
that most state-to-state comparison data is two
years old. This has led to invalid comparisons
from some government leaders, members of the
media, and researchers. Some groups have used
such comparisons to assert that California school
expenditures are no longer lower than the na-
tional average. They based their analyses, how-
ever, on an apples-to-oranges comparison that
contrasted projected California revenues with es-
timated national expenditures for previous years.

In For Better or For Worse?, PPIC concludes
that the difference in spending on K-12 education
between California and other states reflects a
choice by California and its state leadership, rather
than an inability to pay. The report notes that
while the state's per capita spending on education
is below much of the rest of the country, its per
capita personal income remains higher than aver-
age. In addition, its general population has grown
at the same pace as public school enrollments.

Differences in district revenues
cause frustration for educators
California educators often decry the low level of
revenues school districts receive compared to
other states. This may also help explain some of
their continuing complaints regarding unequal

funding between districts in the state. When peo-
ple perceive that they are not receiving adequate
funding in the first place, even minor inequities
can matter a great deal. But to fully understand
the issues of funding equity in this state, one has
to look both at base revenues, which are rela-
tively equal, and at categorical funds, which can
create dramatic differences in total revenue.

Base revenues are equitable, within the
parameters of the Serrano decision
On paper, the differences in base revenues among
school districts are within a relatively narrow
band, with a very small number of students in
the districts that are exceptions. This does not
prevent some school districts from complaining
bitterly about the differences that do exist.

One catalyst for these complaints was the
1998 recalculation of revenue limits based on a
change in the definition of Average Daily Atten-
dance (ADA). Previously, ADA was equal to the
number of students in attendance plus those stu-
dents who missed school but had a permissible
excuse such as illness. Those excused absences
were excluded from ADA beginning in 1998-99.
At the same time, the state recalculated revenue
limits to attempt to protect districts with high
excused absences from a net loss of income. This
resulted in some other districts moving from the
top to the bottom of the Serrano band, raising nu-
merous complaints. To respond to this issue, the
Legislature passed AB 2460, directing the Office
of the Legislative Analyst (LAO) to evaluate the
situation. As Figure 3 (on page 6) shows, the
LAO demonstrated that just 25 school districts,
serving fewer than 8,000 students, have a rev-
enue limit below the Serrano band.

Presumably, many of the complaints came
from districts funded within the band but envi-
ous of those who received more. Of course, the
revenue limit is just one part of the picture, par-
ticularly when it constitutes only about two-
thirds of total funding on a statewide level.

Earmarked funds create differences that do
not always correspond with student need

The finding that base revenues to school districts
are fairly even does not account for some dramatic
differences in total revenues. These are caused
primarily by differences in the amount of categori-
cal funding districts receive. For example, in
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1997-98, Western Placer Unified School District
received a total of $553 per pupil in categorical
aid, about 12% of the district's total per pupil rev-
enues of $4,447. San Diego Unified, on the other
hand, received $2,004 per pupil from categoricals,
or 34% of its $5,942 in per pupil revenues. Similar
variations can be found within counties and be-
tween districts that share much in common.

The first categorical programs were created to
address differences in student need. Thus, many
might expect that the variations in categorical
funding between California school districts could

How Much Is Enough? 0 April 2000

be explained by differences in student character-
istics, with more funds going to districts that
serve a high proportion of students with special
needs. An EdSource analysis of the data, how-
ever, revealed no definitive relationship between
student characteristics and total school district
revenues. This probably reflects the growing ten-
dency among state, and to some degree federal,
lawmakers to earmark funds for specific educa-
tional programs and reforms that have nothing to
do with student differences. In California, the re-
sult has been tremendous growth in categorical
programs and a distribution of resources that is

Figure 3
Most Districts Fall Within the Serrano Band
The following table includes revenue limits for all school districts. In approximately 60 of these districts, local property tax revenues exceed

the revenue limit These "Basic Aid Districts" are allowed to keep the excess property taxes and receive $120 per pupil In constitutionally

guaranteed basic aid from the state.Thus they have more money for general purposes than their revenue limit amount.

1998-99 Revenue Limit Amounts'
Type of district Lowest # of dists. Range of # of dists. Highest # of dists.

revenue limit and total revenue limits and total revenue and total
ADA* below within ADA within limit ADA above
Serrano band Serrano band Serrano band Serrano band

Large
Elementary

$3,793 I district,
310 students

$3.840 to
$4,168

438 districts,
1,086,402

$5,556 39 districts.
43,352

(>100 students) (ADA) students students
(ADA) (ADA)

Large Unified
(K- I 2 >1.500
students)

$3,980 none $3,980 to
$4,300

229 districts,
3.601,754
students

$6,144 26 districts.
139,766
students

(ADA) (ADA)

Large High
School (>300
students)

$4,575 none $4,575 to
$4,895

83 districts,
484,65 I
students

$5,678 4 districts,
3,270
students

(ADA) (ADA)

Small
Elementary

$3.888 20 districts,
1,415

$4,763 to
$5,092

66 districts.
2,978

$7,729 8 districts,
303

(<100 students) students students students
(ADA) (ADA) (ADA)

Small Unified
(K -I2 <1.500

$3,954 4 districts,
5,635

$4,204 to
$4,508

51 districts.
36,026

$5,742 13 districts.
5,182

students) students students students
(ADA) (ADA) (ADA)

Small High $5.118 none $5,188 to 6 districts. $5,378 none
School (<300
students)

$5,378 1,079
students
(ADA)

TOTALS 25 dists. & 873 dists. & 90 dists. &
7,360
students

5,212,890
students

191,873
students

(ADA) (ADA) (ADA)

*Average Daily Attendance

Data: Office of the Legislative Analyst. 1999 7 EdSource 4/00
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less targeted to disadvantaged students. Thus,
need-based programs have become a smaller por-
tion of the total and have less impact on a dis-
trict's funding relative to the total.

This is not to say that categoricals funded
based on student characteristics have disap-
peared. As Figure 4 shows, they still represent
just more than a fourth of state categorical fund-
ing. They also constitute about three-fourths of
the federal funding that goes to California
schools, which was more than $4 billion in
1999-2000.

"Educational resources" are
unevenly distributed among
school sites
As in most states, school districts are the primary
fiscal agents for receiving funds and reporting ex-
penditures in California. While some school dis-
tricts compile school-level financial data for
local use, they are not required to do so or to re-
port the data to the California Department of
Education (CDE). Thus financial data at the
school level is not generally available.

Despite this lack of information, researchers
have attempted to look at differences in support
from school to school. They have done so by
substituting nonfinancial measures such as qual-
ity teachers and rigorous curriculum, which are
sometimes referred to as "educational resources."
This research indicates that significant varia-
tions exist in both teacher quality and curricu-
lum offerings. Further, those school sites with
the poorest of these resources often tend to be
those that serve the highest proportion of low-
income children.

School sites serving poor students are less
likely to have qualified teachers

While "teacher quality" is in many ways hard to
define or quantify, researchers have indepen-
dently used very similar measures. A teacher's
experience, education, and credentialing are in-
creasingly seen as barometers of quality, but not
without some caveats. In a 1999 study, Class Size
Reduction in California 1996-98, California's CSR
Research Consortium makes this point specifi-
cally. "It is important to remember that while
these characteristics may be related to quality, .

they are not direct measures of a teacher's effec-
tiveness in a classroom."

Figure 4 -
About One Third of State Categorical Funds
Address Needs Based on Student and
School Characteristics

Miscellaneous
Programs

45%

Student
Characteristics

27%

.41111441, School
Characteristics

6%

Non K-12
16%

School/Student
Performance

6%

Proportion of State-Funded Categorical Programs by
Purpose, 1999-2000. (Includes programs receiving more
than $25 million.)

Student
Characteristics

School
Characteristics

School/Student
Performance

Non K -12

Miscellaneous
Programs

Special Education, Desegregation. Economic Im-
pact Aid. Child Nutrition, English Learner Assis-
tance, Gifted & Talented Education. Community
Day Schools

Transportation,Year-Round School Calendar

Summer School & Remedial Programs, High
Achieving Schools Awards (GPAP). Immediate
tntervention/Underperforming Schools (II/USP).
Pupil Testing.Teacher Performance in II/USP

Child Development Adult Education. English
Language/Adults (Prop 227), Healthy Start

Class Size Reduction (K-3&9), School Improve-
ment Program, ROC/P. Instructional Materials-
Standards, Staff Development Day Buyout.
School Library Materials, Instructional Materials
(K -8, 9 -12), Deferred Maintenance, Digital High
School, Per Pupil Block Grant. Mentor
Teacher/Peer Assistance & Review, Reading Pro-
gram, School Safety Block Grant. Categorical
Block Grant, Beginning Teachers Support & As-
sessment. Beginning Teachers Minimum Salary,
Tobacco Use & Prevention Education, Miller-
Unruh Reading, Classroom Library Materials

Data: Office of the Legislative Analyst and
California Department of Education EdSource 4/00

In research conducted by SRI International
and sponsored by the Center for the Future of
Teaching and Learning, substantial inequities
were found in teacher quality based on the socio-
economic status (SES) of a school's students.
(See Figure 5 on page 8.)These findings echo
those of many other researchers, including
the CSR Research Consortium.

In its 1999 publication, The Status of the
Teaching Profession, the center concludes: "Those
students in greatest need of effective teachers are
the most likely to be in classrooms with under-
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Figure 5

The Poorest Students Have the Least

Qualified Teachers

0-25% 25-50% 50-75% 75-100%

Students Receiving Free/Reduced Price Lunch

Distribution of Underqualified Teachers by

Student Poverty Level, 1997-98

For this study, the Center for the Future of Teaching and Learning

defined "underqualified teachers" as those who hold an emergency

permit, credential waiver, or intern certificate.

Data: SRI analysis of data from California

Department of Education. 1999
EdSource 4/00

qualified teachers. In fact, the distribution of qual-
ified teachers is quite uneven across the state. Stu-
dents in poor, inner-city schools are much more
likely than their more advantaged suburban coun-
terparts to have underqualified teachers."

PPIC also explored this issue in its February
2000 report, Equal Resources, Equal Outcomes?
They found that the distribution of qualified
teachers not only varies across schools through-
out the state but that it often varies across
schools within the same district. Teacher assign-
ments are typically decided at the district level,
but the process varies by district and must be ne-
gotiated with teacher unions.

Access to rigorous high school curriculum
provides another measure of equity

California schools also appear to vary in the
rigor of the curriculum they offer, at least at the
high school level. The best available measure of
this is the number and percentage of advanced
course offerings a high school provides, including
Advanced Placement (AP) courses and those
that satisfy the entrance requirements at Califor-
nia's public universities (called the a-f courses).

How Much Is Enough? o April 2000 [Ore.

Two separate studies recently conducted by
the PPIC and the California State University
Institute for Education Reform (CSU-IER)
indicate the following:

California high schools vary somewhat in the
availability of a-f and AP courses by student
socioeconomic status, student ethnicity,
school location, and school size.

Small, rural schools offer the lowest percent-
ages of a-f and AP classes in their curriculum.

African American and Hispanic students are
disproportionately low in their participation
in AP courses, and this holds true across all
variations in AP class availability.

Asian American students' participation is dis-
proportionately high and white students' par-
ticipation is proportional.

Both PPIC and CSU-IER researchers warn
against drawing too many conclusions from these
generalizations. They report finding many excep-
tions throughout their data collections.

The available statistics do not explain why
these differences in availability and student par-
ticipation exist. The variations may be due to
uneven access to funding or appropriately
trained teachers. They may reflect a lack of
awareness or a lower demand for rigorous aca-
demic programs on the part of certain school
administrators, teachers, parents, or students.
Low participation may also result from cultural
attitudes or from a lack of necessary academic
preparation prior to the high school years.
Effectively addressing the issues of equal access
to a rigorous high school curriculum would re-
quire better information about these issues.

Community support varies substantially

With the shortage of funds in many California
schools, school principals and other educators
have become more aggressive in soliciting finan-
cial support from their communities. Field trips,
after-school sports, library clerks, computers, li-
brary books, arts education, and school assemblies
are among the most common "extras" paid for by
parent organizations, corporate partners, and local
education foundations. Some private foundations
and corporations have targeted their support to
schools and districts with low-income students.

9
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Parent and community support can vary sub-
stantially, and in California's wealthiest communi-
ties local education foundations have been known
to raise sizable amounts per pupil. In For Better or
For Worse?, PPIC attempted to look at this more
systematically by examining the income tax state-
ments filed by nonprofit organizations affiliated
with schools, such as parent-teacher organizations
and local education foundations. PPIC found that
"a few schools in wealthy areas received more
than $500 per year per student in voluntary con-
tributions." Conversely, they report that "90% of
California's students attended schools in which
such contributions amounted to less than $100
per pupil." PPIC notes further that these contri-
butions have not been enough to affect overall
equity among districts.

Doubts about efficiency and
effectiveness haunt the discussion
While California's schools may be under-
fundedand neither revenues nor educational
resources are evenly distributedthe way that
school districts spend existing funds can also be
problematic. Many critics of public schools ac-
cuse them of wasting the funds they receive or
of, at least, not using them well. Educators are
certainly aware of these criticisms and in some
cases may agree. Lawrence Picus, professor of ed-
ucation at the University of Southern California,
puts it succinctly: "We need more money for
schools in California, but that money should not
simply be given to school districts to spend as
they have in the past. Rather, it is important to
create incentives for districts to use funds in
ways that research shows do improve student
learning....In short, we need more money, but
we need to spend it more wisely."

Public resources are scarce and competition
for them is fierce. The public certainly also has
a right to demand accountability and academic
results in return for their tax contributions.
Accordingly, both school and state officials are
under tremendous pressure to see that public
education dollars are well spent.

Generally, this issue has two different aspects.
One is efficiency, which involves the manage-
ment of public funds. The other aspect is
whether money is allocated as effectively as
possible to achieve educational goalsa more

complicated question that is also more difficult
to answer clearly.

Serious mismanagement is rare but very visible

School district officials vary in their skills as
money managers and their conscientiousness in
protecting the public trust. Overall, however,
California public school districts operate within
the state's guidelines of fiscal responsibility. Fur-
ther, they spend the funds they have in much
the same way as school districts do in other
states. Unfortunately, the reported cases of seri-
ous mismanagementsuch as Oakland and
Comptonreceive widespread attention and
can undermine public and policy maker confi-
dence in school district administration.

From a state policy perspective, the issue of
school district mismanagement has been addressed
in several ways in California. Various reviews and
safeguards exist to protect the public interest.
They include independent financial audits of dis-
trict finances, county office oversight, and the pro-
vision for state takeover in extreme situations.
Despite some instances of mismanagement, it is
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Figure 6

An Increasing Proportion of State Funds Are

Going to School Districts with Strings Attached

Earmarked QGeneral Purpose
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In 1978-79 categorical and other earmarked funds represented 11% of state

funds for education. compared to 48% this year.

Data: Governor's Budget, various years
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doubtful that the amount of money "wasted"
would be sufficient to substantially improve the ef-
fectiveness of the education effort in the state as a
whole. In addition, it is unfair to generalize about
the operations of all 988 California school districts
based on the actions of just a few.

Earmarked funds force a balancing act
between effectiveness and efficiency

In recent years, California state policy makers
have tried to make schools more effective by
earmarking a growing proportion of the funds
school districts receive. (See Figure 6 on page 9.)
Programs like class size reduction and PAR, the
peer assistance and review program for teachers,
carry with them assumptions about the need for
uniformity across the state. State leaders can also
assure, through this type of earmarked funds,
that school districts use the money the way pol-
icy makers believe is appropriate.

Increased regulatory requirements create
extra expenses related to documentation, ac-
counting, and enforcement, however. Many
argue that they can lead to serious inefficiencies,
taking funds away from the classroom where they
would be more effective in improving student
performance. Opponents of earmarking also balk
at the statewide "one-size-fits-all" approach that
limits districts' ability to address unique local
problems and circumstances creatively.

State leaders' actions to reduce local school
district discretion over spending seem to some to
be at cross-purposes with California's simultan-
eous creation of a strong accountability system.
In its analysis of the governor's 2000-01 budget
proposal, the Office of the Legislative Analyst
(LAO) states: "If the state is going to hold local
school districts accountable for improving stu-
dent performance, it is essential that these same
districts be given the resources and local bud-
getary discretion to allocate resources based on
local needs. Without these resources and flexibil-
ity, districts are severely constrained in their
ability to make necessary changes and improve-
ments in programs and operations."

While many quarrel with the wisdom of state
earmarking, the trend reveals a growing realiza-
tion in California that school funding can be
used to leverage improvement. This realization
has occurred at the same time as the increased
focus on standards-based education reform.

How Much Is Enough? o April 2000 Egoofice.

In The Dynamics of School Resource Allocation,
University of WisconsinMadison researchers
Allan Odden and Sarah Archibald highlight the
intersection between education reform and the
use of school resources, particularly as it relates
to efficiency. "Today's prime education reform
goal is to teach all students to high standards,"
they write. "One message embedded within this
goal is that reform is focused on all students, or
at least all but the most severely disabled stu-
dents. However, teaching all students to high
standards means raising performance much more
and at a faster pace than resources will rise. Most
analysts predict that resources will rise by only
25% in real, per pupil terms over the next 10
years, the period of time in which we want to
double or triple the portion of students now
achieving at performance standards. Thus, un-
derneath the stated goals of current education
reform is the unstated imperative to improve the
productivity of the system."

Defining "adequate" starts
with clarity about the
system's educational goals
The idea of educational productivity can inform
how education dollars are spent. But it also as-
sumes that the level of school funding is in some
way linked to the expectations for school system
performance. The creation of this linkagewhich
means using the concept of adequacy to set policy
regarding school fundingcan be seen as a three-
step process. (See the diagram on page 11.)

Higher expectations for student
achievement form a foundation
for determining funding
First, an "adequate education" must be clearly and
explicitly defined. Then the state can determine
what schools need in order to provide that educa-
tion, both in terms of the components of an effec-
tive system and the money needed to pay for it.

Defining an "adequate education" is thorny
business. In other states, courts have ruled on
the issue in two different ways. Some have de-
creed that adequate means a basic level of educa-
tion is offered to all, a test the states in question
have generally met by having space in a class-
room for every child. More recently, state courts
have overturned school funding systems based on
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the notion that basic is not enough. They say
that an "adequate education" is one that pro-
vides the level of learning and skills now re-
quired to function well as citizens and find a
place in today's work world.

The task of determining that set of desired
skills and knowledge generally falls on state
policy makers and educators to resolve. To the
extent that a state has determined performance
standards, the courts could be expected to de-
fine adequacy to mean the provision of pro-
grams and services sufficient for a student to
meet those standards.

Despite several obstacles,
California is striving to
establish new high standards
Without any court mandate, California has made
some progress in defining its academic standards
for an adequate education. Starting in 1996, the
state began adopting academic content standards
that describe what should be taught at all grade
levels in the core curriculum areas. Those stan-
dards are generally seen as quite high. Local dis-
tricts are in various stages of implementing the
curriculum and instruction needed to comply with
the standards, which are technically voluntary.

In 1999, Governor Gray Davis and state leg-
islators took a more assertive step by mandating
a high school exit exam. This testwhich high
school students will be required to pass begin-
ning in 2004is meant to bring further clarity

steps Epa)2643 esi) "adequate" public education

Define an
adequate
education.

Identify the
components of an
adequate system
capable of delivering
that education.

Provide adequate
funding to support
the system as described.

"Adequate" is used here in its more encompassing sense to describe the goals or vision for
an education, a school system, and a funding level appropriate to the educational needs of the
21st century. This is in contrast to defining "adequate" as basic or the minimum acceptable.

to the level of education California considers
"adequate" in its public schools.

Standards and measurements are not yet
fully developed or aligned

California has faced a difficult and divisive chal-
lenge in attempting to measure school and stu-
dent performance based on its standards. Some
of this reflects a problem of timing. The state
adopted a new statewide testing system before its
academic content standards were completed and
is left struggling to bring the two into alignment.
It embarked on a new accountability system
without waiting for that alignment to be com-
pleted or for other measures of system perfor-
mance to become available. Thus, schools began
being held accountable for performance based on
one nationally-normed test of basic skillsthe
Stanford Achievement Test, Ninth Edition, or
SAT-9which falls short of measuring what the
state standards say students need to know and be
able to do. In addition, many districts have not

yet completed the process of aligning
their curriculum and instruction with
either the standards or the SAT-9.State graduation requirements do not

match new expectations

California's academic content standards are requiring schools to

meet new expectations. Math provides a good example.

The existing state high school graduation requirement is two
years of mathematics, with little specificity about course content

and certainly no requirement for algebra. Only those students

aiming for college have been routinely required or expected to

take it. and often do not do so until 9th or even 10th grade.

However, California's new academic content standards for 8th

grade include the skills and content taught in algebra. And an
understanding of first-year algebra is required to pass the new

high school exit exam.This has implications for every level of
the system, from what math is taught in second grade to
the continuing problem of a shortage of math teachers at the

secondary level.

The lack of alignment has created sig-
nificant tensions in the state. It also may
have obscured some broader agreements
that California's policy makers and educa-
tional leaders share. For example, accord-
ing to the SAT-9 and a variety of other
measures, the California public school sys-
tem is clearly working for some students.
And in those cases, the student outcomes
are consistent with the state's expecta-
tions, even at the very highest levels. At
the same time, vast discrepancies in stu-
dent performance exist, most often along
socioeconomic lines, with less privileged
students performing less well as a group.
In California, the high proportion of

12
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students learning English adds additional chal-
lenges. The overall level of student performance
appears to be no more acceptable to educators
than it is to policy makers or the public.

California has yet to determine student per-
formance standards as well as what obligations
the state education system has to the lowest and
highest achievers. In addition, what part of stu-
dent achievement is the schools' responsibility
and what is beyond the schools' control or out-
side of its charge?

The effects of poverty on student
achievement present an extra challenge

If California decides to use a student-achieve-
ment goal to define and measure the adequacy of
public education, it faces another formidable
challenge. The state must decide how it will deal
with the very real effect that poverty has on stu-
dent achievement.

In its report Equal Resources, Equal Outcomes?
PPIC looked at how a school's resources and stu-
dent characteristics related to student achieve-
ment. The authors reported: "Among school
resources, the level of teacher experience and the
percentage of teachers without a full
credential are the variables most
strongly related to student outcomes.
However, the most important factor
relating to student outcomes is SES
[socioeconomic status]." (See Figure 7.)

The clear implication is that
schools alone are not able to compen-
sate for poverty's effect on student
achievement, at least not within the
parameters of the current system. In a
January 2000 article in New York
Times Magazine, James Traub reflected
on some of the research and the im-
plications for school improvement.
"The idea that school, by itself, can-
not cure poverty is hardly astonishing,
but it is amazing how much of our po-
litical discourse is implicitly predi-
cated on the notion that it can,"
wrote Traub, a contributing editor.
"An alternative explanation, of
course, is that educational inequality
is rooted in economic problems and
social pathologies too deep to be over-
come by school alone. And if that's
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true, of course, then there's every reason to think
about the limits of school, and to think about the
other institutions we might have to mobilize to
solve the problem."

Low funding may limit schools' capacity
for improvement

The concerns about performance measures and
the number of disadvantaged students compli-
cate Californians' ability to agree on what is nec-
essary to improve public education. However,
the general consensus is that the expectations for
students as a whole need to be higher to meet
state standards. That, in turn, will require im-
provements in the system.

Many educators, along with other concerned
Californians, say that the state's funding is inad-
equate to the task. Put another way, the push for
a better school system and increased student per-
formance can only be accomplished if schools
have adequate resources with which to do the
job, and California's public schools do not cur-
rently have those resources.

California policy makers do not seem in-
clined to simply "throw money at the problem,"

Figure 7

Poverty Has a Greater Effect on Student
Achievement than any Single School
Characteristic

0 Low III Median 3 High
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Student Teacher Teacher Teacher Class Size
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Certified

Succeeding with students who live in poverty may
well be educators' greatest challenge.

Data: Equal Resources, Equal Outcomes,

Public Policy Institute of California, 2000 EdSource 4/00
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The California Constitution does not address
the issue' of adequacy

California has not faced a constitutional challenge to its school
system based on adequacy due, in some measure, to the wording

in the state Constitution.

The California Constitution (Article IX, Section 5) establishes the

state's obligation to provide public education by simply stating:
"The Legislature shall provide for a system of common schools by

which a free school shall be kept up and supported in each district

at least six months in every year...."

The Constitution also states the following legislative policy in re-

gard to education (Article IX, Section 1). "A general diffusion of
knowledge and intelligence being essential to the preservation of

the rights and liberties of the people, the Legislature shall encour-

age by all suitable means the promotion of intellectual, scientific.

moral, and agricultural improvement"

however. In many other states, like-minded lead-
ers have first sought greater clarity about what
constitutes an adequate public education system.
An exploration of that, many believe, is essential
in order to get to a reasoned determination about
how much money schools need.

What California schools
need to meet new
state expectations
If every school in California were identical in
the needs and abilities of its students, the skills
of its educators, and the nature of its surrounding
community, state leaders might find it simpler to
improve the system. Uniform regulations, fund-
ing, and expectations would be quite logical. But
American schoolsand perhaps California
schools in particularvary dramatically from
place to place. That is one reason many Ameri-
cans hold tightly to the concept of local control
of public schools.

A tension exists between the belief in local
control and the growing insistencefrom the
courts, the public, and policy makers them-
selvesthat states take responsibility for educa-
tional outcomes. This conflict is seldom
explicitly debated, yet it consistently undercuts
California's ability to effectively resolve many
issues related to school funding.

Eventually, California may have to grapple
with this governance issue. In the meantime,

however, Californians can still address
the question of what it takes to create
an adequate school systema system
that can deliver the high quality public
education now expected in California
and needed to maintain the state's eco-
nomic vitality. The good news is that
some agreements are emerging about
what is most important. The next step
is to determine what is missing in Cali-
fornia's system todayidentifying the
greatest needs for additional resources.
And finally, a critique of how the state
currently funds its systemboth in
terms of amount and allocationmay
help determine what it would take to
close the gap between the schools
California has and the schools it needs.

Researchers, superintendents, and
the public identify key ingredients
of an adequate system
The effectiveness of various education reforms,
initiatives, and expenditures can vary dramati-
cally based on local circumstances. In other
words, what works in one setting may work less
well or not at all in another. That said, research
and practice do point to certain things as essen-
tial to effective schooling.

Researchers say qualified educators are vital
to an effective system
Many researchers have attempted to determine
which components of the education system
make the most difference in student achieve-
ment. Although some conclusions are emerging,
experts cite this research with the caveat that
the links between educational inputs and spe-
cific outcomes are somewhat elusive.

Research findings from a wide variety of
sources suggest that putting resources into improv-
ing educator qualificationsbuilding the capacity
of educatorspays off in terms of student perfor-
mance. Researchers recommend improving the
quality of teacher preparation and establishing
more rigorous and demanding teacher certification
practices. Researchers also suggest more and higher
quality professional development opportunities for
current teachers and administrators. Higher
salaries, they say, are needed to attract and retain
the best and brightest in the education profession.
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Ed Source surveys school district superintendents
In January 2000 Ed Source sent a survey to every school district superintendent in Califor-
nia, asking them about school funding as it relates to adequacy of education. Almost one-
third of the state's superintendents responded.The profile of their districts was somewhat
different from the state as a whole:

Type of district

Unified
Elementary
High School

% of students on
free/reduced
price meals

0-21%
22%-40%
41%,-62%

63%-100%

Survey respondents State as a whole*

40%

51%

9%

32%

58%

9%

Survey respondents State as a whole*

27%

27%

24%

22%

25%

25%

25%

25%

Size of district

5. 1,000 ADA

1,001-5,000

5,001-10,000
10,001-20,000

> 20,000

Survey respondents State as a whole*

32%

31%

18%

I I%

8%

43%

29%

13%

9%

6%

*State data are from 1998-99.

The full results of this survey are available on the EdSource website at www.edsource.org.
EdSource 4/00
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Linda Darling-Hammond and Deborah
Loewenberg Ball, professors of education at Stan-
ford University and the University of Michigan,
respectively, put a particular emphasis on teach-
ers. "What teachers know and can do is crucial to
what students learn," they say in Teaching for High
Standards: What Policymakers Need to Know and
Be Able to Do. They also suggest the further pol-
icy implication that "school reform cannot suc-
ceed unless it focuses on creating the conditions
including school and curriculum contextsin
which teachers can teach well."

California superintendents say educators are
first of many priorities

In an EdSource survey conducted in January
2000, California school district superintendents
echoed these research findings. They were asked
to rate the importance of various components to
an adequate education system in California (see
Question #1). Qualified, effective teaching staffs,
school site leadership, and district leadership
were the three top items on their collective list
regardless of the district size or the economic pro-
file of the students they served. This response was

Qualified, effective teaching staff

Qualified, effective school site leadership

Qualified, effective district leadership

Safe, secure schools

Extra support for low-performing students

Challenging and balanced instructional program

Instructional materials aligned with state standards

Figure 8

EdSource Survey: Question #1

How important are the following components to an adequate education system
in California? (320 respondents)

Valid, reliable student assessments aligned with state standards

Well-maintained school facilities

Small class sizes across all grades and subjects

Appropriate school facility design and size

An extension of the traditional school day/year for all students

Average response
I = most important
2 = important
3 = less important
4 = not important

1.05

1.09

1.22

1.40

1.48

1.52

1.59

1.60

1.68

Capacity for school data analysis and program evaluation I.80

Qualified, effective student support services (nurses, counselors, etc.) 1.93

Up-to-date technology for instruction and operations 1.93

Effective programs for parent involvement 2.00

2.02

2.08

2.11

E

'4 15
dSource 4/00
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also consistent across all three types of districts
elementary, unified, and high schoolwith one
exception. High school superintendents placed a
"challenging and balanced instructional program"
as slightly more important than qualified, effec-
tive district leadership.

Survey participants put "safe, secure schools"
fourth on their collective list. This certainly is in
line with the public's belief, expressed in numerous
public opinion polls, that safe and orderly schools
are of paramount importance.

Superintendentsparticularly of high school
districtsalso show their support for high aca-
demic standards by putting. a "challenging and
balanced instructional program" near the top of
their list. They also call for extra support for
low-performing students.

From the responses to this survey question,
superintendents indicate that a great many fac-
tors go into the creation of an education system
capable of achieving high standards. When pre-
sented with a choice of 16 components, they
gave almost no ratings of "not important." An
extension of the traditional school day/year was
given this low rating by just 12 respondents, and
five other components received just one or two
ratings as "not important."

Public opinion echoes similar priorities

In 1999 respondents to a national poll about public
schools echoed many of the same opinions voiced
by California's superintendents. "The public's con-
cern for discipline and for the quality of the teach-
ing staff are threads that run throughout this year's
poll," said the authors of the 31st Annual Phi Delta
Kappa/Gallup Poll of the Public's Attitudes Toward
the Public Schools.

While Gallup respondents did not express a
lack of confidence in today's teachers, they were
nearly unanimous about some aspects of teacher
quality. About 97% agreed that "those who want
to become teachers should be required, before
they are hired, to prove their knowledge of the
subjects they will teach." When asked about ef-
fective incentives for attracting and keeping
qualified teachers, 90% favored increasing pay for
teachers who demonstrate high performance;
86% favored offering loans and scholarships for
prospective teachers; and 85% favored school-
financed professional development opportunilies.

Concerns about school safety were also
uppermost for the Gallup respondents. In an
open-ended question, the poll asked what "one
thing they would change in order to improve
public schools in their communities." The most
common response, at 12%, was to enact more
control and stricter rules. Another 10% said
they would hire more teachers in order to re-
duce class size.

Survey results: California schools
need more support for teachers
and low-performing students
The Ed Source survey also asked superintendents
for their top five spending priorities if they had
full discretion to spend additional funds in their
districts. The responses to this question (see
Question #2, page 16) coincide with the concern
about qualified teachers. Superintendents most
often cited "providing more/better teacher profes-
sional development" and "raising teacher salaries"
as their top spending priorities. These were
ranked in the top three by more than half of su-
perintendents, regardless of the size, configura-
tion, or student-poverty level of their districts.

Spending additional funds for "enhancing and
improving the instructional program" ranked in
the top five spending priorities for 64% of high
school superintendents. This same group also var-
ied from their peers by placing less importance on
smaller class size as a spending priority, with just
32% putting it near the top of their list compared
to 40% overall.

Providing extra support for low-performing
students was also an important priority. Large
school districts expressed a particular need for it.

Equally revealing are the items that superin-
tendents were least likely to place among their
top five funding priorities. "Creating and operat-
ing smaller schools" was one of the least men-
tioned spending priorities for superintendents,
regardless of district grouping. No high school
superintendents placed this option in their top
five. This result is of particular interest because
so much research cites small school size as im-
portant to student achievement.

Stanford Professor Michael Kirst, director of
Policy Analysis for California Education (PACE)
and a long time commentator on California school
finance issues, sees a straightforward explanation for
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performance."

Jane McDonough,
Superintendent/
Principal

Harmony Union
Elementary School

District
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figure 9

Ed Source Survey: Question #2

How Much Is Enough? o April 2000 [11Sm.

If education funding were increased and districts had complete
' discretion over the use of these funds, what would be the first
. spending priorities of your district?

% who
selected item
as one of top 5
(out of 322 respondents)

Average
weight per
response*
(Respondents were

asked to rank their

top 5 choices, with "I"

representing the highest

spending priority.)

Providing more/better teacher professional development 58% 2.43
Raising teachers' salaries 53% 2.35
Enhancing and improving instructional program 46% 2.66
Providing extra support for fow-performing students 42% 2.99
Providing smaller class sizes across more grades and/or subjects 40% 2.60
Acquiring instructional materials aligned to state standards 33% 3.30
Hiring more student support staff (nurses, counselors. etc.) 32% 3.46
Lengthening the school day/year for all students 29% 2.56
Updating technology for instruction and operations 27% 3.58
Providing more/better professional development for principals/administrators 24% 2.97
Improving the condition of facilities 22% 3.58
Raising principals' and/or district administrators' salaries 21% 3.15

Increasing capacity for school data analysis and program evaluation 19% 3.79
Making schools safer and more secure 12% 3.59
Creating and operating smaller schools 12% 3.69
Creating more effective programs for parent involvement 8% 3.96

*This was calculated by averaging all weights given to this option (I to 5) by those who put it on their list of five. For example, if the 8% of respondents who chose
parent involvement had placed it as the first priority, it would have had a 1.00 in this category. The smaller the number, the higher priority the respondents gave it.

Ed Source 4/00

this disconnect. As quoted in a Feb. 9, 2000, article
in Education Week, Kirst said: "The small-schools
theme has been one of academics, researchers, and
policy analysts, but it's been one that school admin-
istrators and policy makers have not endorsed.
...Because of construction costs, states with rapid
enrollment growth have often viewed small schools
as a 'luxury they cannot afford."'

An interesting contrast also emerged between
the high priority superintendents gave to safe, se-
cure schools as an important component of the ed-
ucation system, and their relatively low rating of
"making schools safer and more secure" as a prior-
ity for local spending. Just 12% of total respon-
dents put it on their top five spending list, though
25% of high school district superintendents did so.

Superintendents say school
funding is neither adequate
nor allocated well
If it were up to the superintendents responding
to the Ed Source survey, California would change
its school finance system in two general ways. It
would give K-12 education more money, and it
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would allow districts more flexibility in how
funds are spent. (See Question #3, page 17.)

Increasing the total amount of funding was in
the top five for 89% of respondents. They chose
either or both of the related selections, "bring the
per pupil expenditure up to the national average"
and "come to consensus on what constitutes an
adequate education and fund it." Of particular
note, the 54% or 174 superintendents who se-
lected the latter were quite emphatic, with 94
of them ranking it their first choice.

Notably, nearly 80% of the respondents cited
full funding of Special Education costs as a top
concern. A full exploration of the Special Educa-
tion system, its growth, and its impact on regular
education are outside the scope of this publication.
(See the box on page 17.) However, the survey
suggests that ignoring the topic of Special
Education as an integral part of the larger school
finance issue in California will leave a major
problem unsolved.

The need for greater flexibility also received a
strong nod from many respondents, who wanted
toiee/ive a greater proportion of revenues as
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Figure 10

Ed Source Survey; Question #3

Which of the following changes in the school finance system in California
do you think would have the greatest positive impact on your district's
ability to provide an adequate education for its students?

% who
selected item
as one of top 5
(out of 322 respondents)

Fully fund state/federal shares of Special Education costs

Bring per pupil expenditure up to the national average

Give districts a greater proportion of revenues as non-earmarked funds

As a state, come to consensus on what constitutes an adequate education and fund it

Fully fund cost of state/federally mandated programs (besides Special Education)

Allow for more flexibility in how the district can spend its earmarked funds

Simplify the education funding system

Equalize or more nearly equalize revenue limits
Reform school governance structure so that school sites can make fiscal decisions

Create a local funding mechanism whereby districts can easily raise their own revenues

Average weight
per response*
(Respondents were asked

to rank their top 5 choices.

with "I" representing the

option they felt would have ,

the greatest impact.)

79% 1 2.62

70% 2.38

67% 2.82

57% 2.34

43% 3.60

41% 3.65

38% 3.55

25% 3.25

21% 3.22

19% 3.77

* As with Question 2. this was calculated by averaging all weights given to this option (I to 5) by those who put it on their list of five.

The smaller the number. the higher priority respondents gave it.
EdSource 4/00

non-earmarked funds. Support for this was partic-
ularly strong among the smallest school districts
(with 1,000 or fewer students), with 73% of these
respondents putting greater flexibility in their top
five choices. The same superintendents were also
more likely than their large-district counterparts
to call for a simpler school finance system.

Greater equalization of revenue limits and
increased ability to raise school revenues locally
were lower on the respondents' priority list.
They also showed little support for reforming the
governance structure to provide school sites with
more fiscal control.

California can learn from
other states' experience
with adequacy models
When decision makers have come to consensus
on what defines an adequate education (and for
whom), they must then determine how much
money is enough to make that system possible.
Unfortunately, this too is difficult for a variety
of theoretical and practical reasons. As Califor-
nia considers this question, policy makers may
want to look at the approaches attempted and
lessons learned in other states. Researchers offer
some useful insights from their evaluations of
these approaches.

esearch offers some general'
advice on how to address
funding adequacy
A substantial body of new research on the issue
of funding adequacy is available from the Con-
sortium for Policy Research in Education

Special Education costs concern educators

As respondents indicated in the EdSource survey, the level of state and federal

support for Special Education is an issue of particular concern to many local

educators. In an article by the Center for Special Education Finance, researcher

Tom Parrish says,"Questions about the impact of rising costs of Special Educa-

tion on general education programming are among the most contentious issues

faced by the public education community today:'
.. -

Parrish cites research documenting that Special Education expenditures na-

tionally have grown as a percent of total budget at the same time the propor-'

tion of expenditures for regular education has decreased. He cautions, however,

against addressing this trend without first understanding the reasons behind

which can vary by state and by school district In particular, Parrish ialtes that':

the rising Special Education expenditures in California come from the Increased

number of students being referred by general educators to recehiesPeCaliZe?1.

services. Clearly, he adds, a big part of the answer in regard to Special Educa-
.

tion cost control must come from systemwide reform (general and Special Ed-...... ,

ucation combined). --`

In California, the number of Special Education students increased by' half from

1987-88 to 1997-98. As a percentage of total enrollment, the Special. Educa-

tion population has grown from 8.6% to 11.0% of all students during that time.
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(CPRE), a national consortium of academics. It
can provide guidelines for state policy makers
who are designing a new school funding system
or contemplating new state-funded programs.

CPRE recommends that a school funding for-
mula begin with a determination of the base
funding amount required to adequately edu-
cate the "average" student to the acceptable
standard. Then additional funds should be
added to account for the special costs associ-
ated with educating students who start with a
disadvantage (particularly learning disabili-
ties, English language deficits, and poverty
backgrounds).

d The full cost of implementing new programs
should be considered when establishing fund-
ing formulas. Beyond the price of the pro-
grams themselves, other costs may include the
supplies, materials, technology, facilities, addi-
tional staff, and professional development
necessary to properly implement those new
programs.

d Methods for considering regional differences
in the cost of living and provisions for future
inflation adjustments should be built into the
funding system.

Three methods to determine
adequate funding offer insights
On the theoretical side, the hard link between the
allocation of money and specific student outcomes
has remained elusive. For example, researchers

In response to the DeRolph v. Ohio court ruling, the state of Ohio used

the following approach to arrive at a recommended per pupil amount

for 1996 of $3,930 (before additional resources are added for students

with special needs and for other factors).

Researchers looked at all Ohio districts, removing districts with ex-

tremes of property wealth and per pupil spending levels to get a rep-

resentative sample.

Within this sample, they identified all districts in which average student

performance was at the 70th percentile or above on 17 of the 18 pre-

selected measures of student performance.

They examined these high-ranking districts' instructional arrange-
ments and organizational characteristics. These include class sizes,

school sizes, educator-pupil ratios, and course offerings. These
arrangements were distilled and taken to be exemplary practices
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find that funds used in one district to reduce class
size or upgrade facilities improve student achieve-
ment. But funds used the same way in another dis-
trict do not have the same effect. Such results
illustrate that money is only one among a host of
factors that affect the success of an education ini-
tiative. The effects of intangiblessuch as school
culture, existing school policies or programs, and
educators' skill in implementing the new pro-
gramare difficult to quantify.

In an attempt to account for these and other
factors, policy makers throughout the United
States have used various methods to try to more
broadly determine how much money is enough.
These strategies have both strengths and weak-
nesses. While researchers give them a variety of
labelsand sometimes group them differently
for the purpose of this publication they are re-
ferred to as the "successful model," "data-driven,"
and "professional judgment" approaches. (For fur-
ther information about each of these approaches,
see Equity and Adequacy in Education Finance,
published by National Academy Press.)

The successful model approach bases
funding on high-performing schools

Some policy makers have created funding formu-
las based on the education costs in specific dis-
tricts or schools that are considered successful.
This approach uses two different types of models:
1) looking at actual districts that meet set perfor-
mance criteria, or 2) using nationally recognized
comprehensive school design models that have a

. 1 .

and conditions for districts attempting to reach specified levels of
achievement.These practices became model instructional programs.

The researchers then assigned costs to the instructional components.

Additional resources were then added for the needs of special popu-

lations of students and other factors.

In a 1997 revision of the Ohio study, the researchers eliminated their

observation of actual components such as class sizes and only looked

at what, on average, those schools spend per pupil.

A lack of data could hamper a similar approach in California. Compli-

cations could also arise because of the state's huge variations between

districts in terms of size, student characteristics, and local cost of liv-

ing. Using district averages to draw correlations between cost and per-

formance could also be misleading because wide variations in student

profile, resources, and performance occur within many school districts.

10
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respected track record. In both cases, the empha-
sis is on first identifying the "base amount for the
average student." Factoring in the incremental
costs for special needs students is a second step.

When high-performing districts or schools are
used as the model, policy makers typically start by
defining the level of student performance they
consider adequate, usually based on test scores.
Then, they identify schools or districts in which
students are performing to that level. The cost of
operating these schools or districts is calculated
and their expenditures define "adequate funding"
for achieving the level of student performance the
state finds acceptable. This has been donewith
some variationsin Ohio, Mississippi, and Illi-
nois. (See the box for more on the Ohio model.)

This approach has the advantage of being in-
tuitive and thus easy to understand. It may, how-
ever, lead to over-funding of districts because it
relies on data from all districts with adequate
outcomes, not necessarily those that produce
them efficiently. With this approach, access to
high-quality data is a key factor, including both
student performance data and student/district
characteristic data. This requires a sophistication
in both data collection and tools to measure stu-
dent outcomes that most schools and school dis-
tricts do not currently have.

Increasingly, policy makers are also looking at
some successful, nationally tested comprehensive
school design models on which to base funding
formulas. Programs in the New American Schools
projectincluding "Accelerated Schools," "Roots
and Wings" (based on Success for All), and the
"Modem Red Schoolhouse"have some docu-
mented success in improving student performance.
They are also meant to be replicated, rather than
being uniquely tied to a set of local circumstances.

Integral to these designs is a rethinking
about how schools are organized and operated.
In a February 2000 article in Phi Delta Kappan,
Allan Odden notes: "These models tend to staff
schools differently, group students differently,
and approach curriculum and instruction differ-
ently. In short, implementing comprehensive
school reform represents a major educational
change." Odden demonstrates, however, that
these models can be implemented at comparable
or less cost than "traditional" staffing, making
them a possible strategy for improving educa-
tional productivity.

In 1997, Odden developed cost estimates for
these models that accounted for both ongoing ex-
penditures and the one-time costs associated with
systemic change. These cost figures generally
began with a "core" staffing of one principal and a
number of teachers based on a set pupil-teacher
ratio. The latter is of particular importance,
Odden notes, as class size is a major determinant
of any school's cost. Beyond this core, the reform
models varied in their cost structure based on
program specifics. More recently, Odden devel-
oped a more standardized list of the key profes-
sional staff positions and resources needed to
implement a comprehensive school design at the
elementary level. These include:

V principals and vice principals;

instructional facilitators to provide full-time
instructional leadership;

classroom teachers;

V regular education specialists to teach subjects
such as art and music;

a strategy for helping struggling students;

site-based ongoing professional development;

V pupil support or family outreach depending
on the students being served; and

V ongoing purchases of computer software and
hardware.

One temptation, should a state use this gen-
eral approach, would be to assume that the com-
prehensive school design should then be applied
to all schools. Funding could end up being quite

New York's data-driven method yielded
widely varying results

In New York State, researchers William Duncombe and John Yinger attempted

to use a data-driven method that took into account a number of outcome in-

dicators.They then tried to arrive at a cost for educating the more disadvan-

taged student population in the New York City Schools, based on two different

approaches to measuring the differences in student characteristics.

When they attempted to accommodate for differences based on community

voting patterns, their model indicated that it would cost 7% more in NewYork
City than in an average district statewide to yield average school performance.

But when they used student performance data alone (e.g., test scores, gradu-

ation rates, and Regents diplomas), the cost differential was 262% more than
the average.
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"There is an

inherent tension

between the

state's interest in

guaranteeing an

adequate level

of resources,

and the state's

interest in

assuring that

local initiative,

creativity, and

sense of control
.

are mobilized

to deliver those

resources."

James Guthrie and
Richard Rothstein

Equity and Adequacy

in Funding
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restrictive or prescriptive, affecting school districts'
initiative to improve. The developers of the New
American Schools project believe strongly that
different approaches work for different schools.

The data-driven approach relies on weighting
"uncontrollable factors"

The focus of this strategy is to create a method by
which weighting for "uncontrollable" factors such
as student characteristics and cost-of-living differ-
ences can be accomplished systematically. Rather
than putting the emphasis on finding one magic
number for a state, this method uses a cost index
to attempt to determine appropriate funding
levels on a more local basis. Sometimes referred
to as the "black box" or "raw correlational" ap-
proach, this requires first identifying the accept-
able level of student performance and coming up
with a base funding level. Then researchers use
statistical methods to determine the money it
would take for various systems to get to the edu-
cational goal based on the factors they do not
control, such as local salary levels and student
needs. (See New York box on page 19.)

This method is based on a relatively simple
principle that bypasses the often contentious and
complicated process of identifying and costing
out each component of a successful school sys-
tem. It also avoids prescribing any particular set
of instructional practices that should be used in
association with the money. Its validity, however,
is predicated on access to a quantity of reliable
data that most states do not have. Arguably,
those states include California.

This complex statistical approach is also not
easy to explain to policy makers, educators, or
the public. More problematic to researchers is
the extent to which this method's accuracy de-
pends on the assumptions and judgments used,
and the fact that those assumptions are often not
explicitly described. For state policy makers, a
bigger concern could be that the model does not
account for how efficient the system is, just how
much it currently spends.

The professional judgment approach uses
panels of experts

Some state policy makers rely upon panels of edu-
cation experts to define an adequate education sys-
tem, with the components each assigned a cost. A
price tag for the whole system is then tabulated.

How Much Is Enough? o April 2000 a
A variation on this theme was used in 1996

when the Wyoming Legislature had to redesign
its school funding formula to satisfy the mandate
imposed by the Wyoming Supreme Court's
Campbell County v. Wyoming decision. The
Wyoming example (see box) combines the judg-
ment of practitioners with data from national re-
search and comprehensive school reform designs.
Because of the extreme variations between
schools, it leaves out of the base number specific
costs for food service and for instruction of Eng-
lish learners and students in poverty.

Advantages of this approach include its rela-
tive simplicity and the opportunity it provides to
involve many or all constituent groups. It can be
used whether or not a state has quality measures
of student performance or unanimity about stu-
dent outcomes.

Although this approach is imprecise, it
makes the assumptions upon which it is built
absolutely clear, as in the Wyoming model. Two
different panels could easily come up with differ-
ent models and funding amounts, but why that
occurred would be transparent.

Perhaps a more compelling criticism is that
this approach can rely heavily on the status quo
to identify what it takes to educate students.
This method may not recognize or identify major
changes that are necessary. Also, those who
serve on the panels could be prone to some
conflict of interest based on their professional
perspective or affiliation.

Creating an adequacy approach
is not a "cut-anddried" process
Each of these strategies for determining "how
much money is enough" has methodological
strengths and weaknesses. And no matter which
model they favor, researchers uniformly caution
that the work takes time, commitment, and
thoughtful analysis. They also agree on some
overriding principles which may, in fact, be more
important than the specific method chosen to
explore the question of adequate funding.

The first principle is that a hard-and-fast
numberan amount that is adequate in all
schools and settingsis extraordinarily difficult
to identify, no matter which of the above-
mentioned strategies is used. Further, each
method carries with it a certain amount of bias.
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Second, agreeing on the cost adjustments re-
quired to educate students with special needs is
almost as complex as dealing with base funding.
While some would simply point to existing cate-
gorical programs as appropriate additional
money, others would argue that some of these
programs are currently underfundedSpecial
Education being a ready example.

A third principle comes from research done
over decades regarding the relationship between
funding and school performance. While findings
differ in some significant ways, a convincing

number of researchers agree that money can and
does matter in education, depending upon how
it is used. Further, local circumstancessuch as
unique student needs, the level of existing re-
sources, and the abilities of local educatorsde-
termine the effective use of funds.

Researchers James Guthrie and Richard
Rothstein focus on the latter point on page 28 in
Equity and Adequacy in Funding. "Because a state
identifies a collection of resources as adequate,
and funds that collection, it does not mean that
districts should be prevented from organizing

, . I

Following is the state of Wyoming's formula for an adequate system at a typical elementary school of 288 students based on 1995-96 costs. Similar models were

created for middle and high schools.

Description

Personnel

Units Salary cost
(based (per FTE)
on FTE")

Salary driven
and health
benefits
(per FTE)

Total cost for
subcategories

Total cost

$1,156,552

Teachers 20.0 $31,758 $9,675* $828,660

Substitute teachers 0.9 $10,500 $803 $10,173

Aides (FTE) 3.0 $10,080 $1,915 $35,986

Pupil support 1.5 $31,758 $9,675* $62,150

Library/media (could include certificated
librarian, media assistant, and/or technician)

1.0 $31,758 $9,675* $41,433

School administration 1.0 $50,877 $13,308* $64.185

Clerical/dam entry 2.0 $16,000 $6,681* $45,362

Operations 2.5 $20.000 $7,441* $68,603

Supplies and instructional materials
(about $215 per student)

$61,950

Equipment $37,837

Food service (varies by district)
N/A

Categorical Aid $153,810

Special Education (an estimate that does not

include low-incidence/high-cost disabilities)

$152,514

Limited English speaking (varies by district) N/A

Disadvantaged youth (varies by district) N/A

Gifted $1,296

Student activities (about $7.50 per student) $2,167

Professional development
Assessment ($25 per student) BEST COPY AVAILABLE

$26,352
$7,200

District expenditures $329,567

Maintenance and operations $93,064

Administration & miscellaneous expenditures $159,323

Transportation $77,180

TOTAL COST (for a school of 288 students) $1,775,435

Total cost per pupil $6,165

Salary-driven benefits in Wyoming include Social Security, Medicare, Workers Compensation Insurance, Unemployment Insurance, and State Pension.

* Includes $3,641 in health benefits

** FTE = full-time equivalent

While this process could be used in California, many specifics would have to differ. Necessary adjustments might begin with the school size, which tends to be

larger in this state.The assumptions about ideal class size, student-teacher ratio, and staffing levels outside the classroom also differ greatly from what is found

in California or even considered possible by some. Average wage levels are quite a bit higher in California. where the average annual teacher salary, for example,

was $44,585 in 1997-98.
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resources and instructional delivery differently to
achieve the same objective. There is an inherent
tension between the state's interest in guarantee-
ing an adequate level of resources, and the state's
interest in assuring that local initiative, creativ-
ity, and sense of control are mobilized to deliver
those resources."

Aiming for the national
average may be a ikst step
In many cases, large-scale changes in funding
systems to achieve adequacy have been
prompted by court mandates. Absent thatand
given current political pressures plus a healthy
state economyCalifornia may choose to forego
or at least postpone the more analytical ap-
proaches in favor of something more pragmatic,
at least in the short term.

S

Targeting the national average
The concept of raising California KI 2 expenditures to the "national

average" is being discussed in the Legislature and has been put forth

as a possible ballot initiative by the California Teachers Association

(CTA). In its February 2000 analysis of the 2000-01 state budget

proposal, the Legislative Analyst's Office (LAO) discussed the impli-

cations of this policy option. In part they described the difficulty in-

herent in arriving at a dollar figure."While it is generally accepted

that California spends less than the national average, estimates of this

gap vary widelyfrom less than $300 to over $1,200 per pupilde-

pending on the source and depending on how the gap is defined:'

The LAO went on to explain that these variations largely depend

on five factors:

Choice of index: Two sources of comparative data are widely

usedthe National Center for Education Statistics (NCES) and the

National Education Association (NEA).The two sources differ in the

way they count students, the expenditures they include in their cal-

culations, and the form in which they release their data.

Which expenditures are counted: Both NCES and NEA data de-

pend on calculations of how much schools and school districts ac-

tually spentThis is historical data that reflects what happened in past

years. State policy makers, particularly in a state-funded system such

as California's, tend to focus instead on how much money the state

and other sources are providing to schools.This is usually prospec-

tive and based on revenue estimates for the coming year.

Another substantial variation arises depending on whether one

counts only operating costs used for the day-to-day operation of

schools or one includes capital expenditures, the cost of school

buildings and some equipment.The former is most typically used.
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One option currently under debate is an ini-
tiative sponsored by the California Teachers As-
sociation (CTA) that would raise the state's per
pupil expenditure to the national average. Lan-
guage in the California Constitution (Article
XVI, Section 8.5) suggests another much higher
standardthe average per pupil expenditures of
the 10 top spending states and the average class
size of the 10 states with the lowest class sizes.
As part of amending the Gann Limit in 1990,
voters adopted this as a threshold below which
schools would get additional funds if state tax
revenues exceed a specific amount.

Both of these funding thresholds would pro-
vide significant additional revenues to public ed-
ucation. They would not, however, provide a
clear and understandable calculation of a base
funding level. This omission would leave the

Average Daily Attendance (ADA) versus enrollment Obviously,

arriving at a per pupil amount requires counting the number of stu-

dents. In California and nationally, however, the counting is done two

different ways. For some purposes, it involves a single number of

total students enrolleda count that takes place in California on a

single day in October. For other purposes, including most aspects of

school funding, it is an average of the number of students present in

school each day during the school year.

Time lags: The latest reliable data for school expenditures lags two

to three years behind the present. due to difficulties collecting the

data from thousands of local school districts nationwide and assur-

ing data is reported consistently from state to state. Estimating the

current gap requires projections regarding both the number of stu-

dents and spending for California and nationally.

Accuracy of data and estimates: Inaccurate data and estimates

sometimes create large discrepancies in measurements of the gap.

In its analysis, the LAO estimates that the gap between Governor

Gray Davis' 2000-01 budget proposal and the projected national av-

erage in other states could be approximately $500 per student. If

that were the case, the gap would be about $3 billion total.

California voters approved a higher target
Bringing California up to the national average would fall short of a

goal articulated and approved by voters in Proposition III in 1990.

The measure used the per pupil expenditure by the 10 top-spending

states as a benchmark. If that number were calculated for 1997-98

based on a simple average of the statesnot adjusting for their rel-

ative sizeit would have been $8,847 per pupil (ADA), compared to

California's $5,627 (based on an EdSource calculation).
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Some, costestimatesz for-K-12: improvements.drom- the LAO

Responding to a legislative request,* the Office of the Legislative Analyst (LAO) prepared rough cost estimates for

a number of items.The analysts caution that actual costs would depend greatly on how programs were imple-

mented. These are presented here not as suggestions for new categorical programs but to provide a perspective

on how much districts would have to get to attain certain program or service levels.

Class size reduction in grades 4-12, assuming a 20-student maximum per classroom. One-time cost for fa-
cilitiesup to $2 billion. Annual cost for operating the program$2.6 billion.

An increase in beginning teacher salaries to $35,000 annually, assuming a 15% add-on for the increased
costs of salary-driven benefits (such as retirement) and a comparable adjustment of the entire teacher pay scale
to avoid "compaction." Annual cost---$1 billion.

Making sure every school has a librarian, based on a $60,000 annual salary and benefit cost for one librar-
ian at each of the 6,050 schools that do not currently have one. Annual cost$365 million.

Copies of these estimates are available from the LAO.

*The above estimates were presented at the request of the Assembly Select Committee on School Funding
Reform on Feb. 29,2000.

state still with no clear mechanism for revenue
adjustments based on geography or student popu-
lation. It would also get California no closer to
answering the question of how much is enough or
to addressing the public's ongoing question about
whether or not funds are spent efficiently. In ad-
dition, many see the national average as too low
a threshold for meaningful improvement, particu-
larly given the state's high cost of living.

Where Cainfornfia. ca g©
from herez Doak at the
possfaile optrions
Policy makers are currently grappling with a
basic question. Do California's public schools
have enough funding to provide the quality
education system the state wants and needs?

By many measures, the answer to this ques-
tion appears to be no. It is evident that Califor-
nia suffers compared to other industrial states and
the national average in terms of how much it
spends per student. Comparing a specific measure
(e.g., pupil-teacher ratios) to what some newly
developed models recommend again indicates
that California falls short. Further, the high cost
of living in this statecombined with the large
number of students who need to learn English
and who come from low-income families
prompt many experts to say that some amount
above the national average would be appropriate.

Meanwhile, California has raised its expecta-
tions for student achievement and thus for its
public school system. Most experts agree that the
capacity of the system also needs to increase if
those expectations are to be met. Additional
funds may be integral to that capacity building.

It seems only logical to add funding to the
system in such a way that it actually results in
some desired improvements. California school
district superintendents and many researchers
say teacher quality and professional develop-
ment are most important. But a thorough and
thoughtful examination of what is needed
would look much deeper.

California could, in fact, follow the lead of
other states and begin developing its own model
for educational and funding adequacy. In a state
as complex as this, achieving clarity about the
overall goals of the educational system and
about spending priorities would be a time-
consuming and complex endeavor. Answers
about the efficiency and effectiveness of the
current investment in education may be equally
elusive. Yet grappling with such difficult issues
is a responsibility of leadership. And just as the
state wants to hold its schools accountable for
adequate performance, state leaders need to be
held accountable for policy making that sup-
ports schools so they can meet expectations.

Today, in the spring of 2000, California may
have an unusual convergence of fiscal ability and
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"The system

was not

designed to

produce the

depth of

education the

21st century is

demanding....

It will take bold

and enlightened

leadership to

change the

system, and the

answer cannot

be found by

looking into

our past."

Harley North,
Superintendent

Evergreen Union
Elementary School
District

Ed Source

Superintendent

Survey, 2000
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In this report, the focus on school funding con-

cerns the day-to-day operation of schools. It does

not address an important component of school

adequacy and equityschool facilities.

In the Ed Source survey, California superinten-

dents put "well-maintained school facilities" at
about the mid-point in their assessment of im-
portant system components. The question of
having room for growing student populations is

also very pressing in some communities. As one
./

superintendent said, "None of this can be done

without schools to put students in. Overcrowd-
ing undermines everything."

The need for more and better school facilities is

an important issue in California. For a compre-

hensive examination of this vital topic, order the

Ed Source publication California's School Facilities

Predicament.

political will that could provide an immediate
chance to increase support for schools. This is
an opportunity the state could take today by
simply raising per pupil funding, perhaps using
some definition of the national average as a tar-
get. Or state leaders could base an increase on
calculations for the cost of specific targets for
improvement, be they smaller class sizes, higher
teacher salaries, or some other objectives.

At the same time, the state could embark
on a long-term rethinking of the school fi-
nance system, perhaps as part of the work now
being done on the K-16 Master Plan. Should
California's state leaders decide to undertake
this effort seriously, they will face both practi-
cal and political challenges.

On the practical side, California's state
leaders may have a difficult time crafting policy
that considers both local circumstances and
systemwide education goals and standards. This
is particularly true with the diversity within
California in terms of the size, demographics,
and dynamics in its 58 counties and nearly
1,000 school districts. The core issue is state
leaders earmarking funds versus providing
greater local or school district discretion.

On the political side, answering the ques-
tion of how much funding is enough requires
moving from a formula based on what is
available to one that requires some consensus
about what outcomes are desired from the
system and agreement about the best way to
try to get them. To be done well, that highly
political undertaking will have to bridge the
concerns of many different interest groups.
Ultimately, it will require perhaps dramatic
changes in the status quo. That will take
a strong political will, clear leadership, a
coherent vision, and some time.

If California does not begin this work now,
when will it ever occur?

I-

TO Learn More
For a complete bibliography of this publication and more funding adequacy resources, see the EdSource
website, www.edsource.org. The superintendent survey is also on this website.

Equity and Adequacy in Education Finance: Issues and Per-

spectives. Ladd. H. F., Chalk, R., and Hansen. J.S.. eds. Washing-

ton, D.C.: National Academy Press. 1999.

This collection of eight papers by various authors provides

a comprehensive look at the legal history and theoretical

foundations of school finance equity and adequacy.To order

a copy of this book, contact the National Academy Press at

888/624-8373 or order online at www.nap.edu.

Does Money Matter? The Effect of School Resources on Stu-

dent Achievement and Adult Success. Burdess, G.. ed. Wash-

ington, D.C.:The Brookings Institution. 1996.

The authors of studies in this book focus on the effect of
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school spending on academic achievement and the impact

of school resources on students' future earnings.

Creating School Finance Policies That Facilitate New Goals.

Odden, A. CPRE Policy Briefs. RB-26, September 1998.

This policy brief sketches a vision for a school finance struc-

ture based on the concept of adequacy and linked to edu-

cational standards. The author discusses federal, state, and

district roles in implementing this new vision. To obtain a

copy of this policy brief or other CPRE publications, or to

get more information about CPRE's school finance research,

call the consortium at 215/573-0700 or visit the CPRE web-

site, www.gse.upenn.edu/cpre.
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By a variety of measures, California's public school system appears to lack the capacity to

deliver on today's higher standards and expectations for all its students. Many educators and

policy makers believe that greater capacity will require additional funding. The more complex

question is how much funding would be adequate for California public schools.

In an April 2000 report, How Much Is Enough?, Ed Source frames the issues implicit in that

question. The report also describes the school finance controversies in California that to some

degree limit the state's answers.

alifornia comes somewhat late to the discussion
of funding adequacy. In many other states, the
dialogue about school funding has already

shifted to this question of adequacy and away from eq-
uity as the organizing principle for reform. It was fund-
ing equity, as defined by the courts, which began to
reshape California's current school finance system nearly
30 years ago.

The Serrano v. Priest court decisionwhich took ef-
fect in California in the 1970s along with Proposition
13resulted in the state Legislature dismantling Califor-
nia's property taxbased system of funding schools. The
tenets of that decision began transforming the state's
school funding structure, but much has happened since to
create the current highly complex, state-controlled Cali-
fornia school finance system.

California confronts both funding and
allocation issues
Within the context of this system, both the level of funding
and the allocation process raise controversy and frustration.
Some key issues pervade the discussion.

V With per pupil expenditures well below the national
average and a high cost of living in the state, Califor-
nia's public schools have had less money to work with
than the majority of their counterparts, particularly in
the nation's other industrial states.

V Despite the equalization of general-purpose money or
base revenue limits required by the Serrano decision,
substantial differences exist in the total revenues school
districts receive. Serrano specifically excluded equaliza-
tion of categorical or earmarked funds. At the time
of the decision, most of these were additional funds
allocated to help districts provide extra services to dis-
advantaged and disabled students. Since that time the
definition and use of categorical funds has expanded.
In recent years, the number of categorical programs
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unrelated to student need has grown, and the resulting
differences in funding have little discernible relationship
to student need.

V Educational resourcessuch as quality teachersare
unevenly distributed from school to school within the
state, and sometimes within school districts. Consis-
tently, schools serving the neediest students are also
those most likely to have unqualified teachers.

V The efficient and effective
use of current expenditures
is also often questioned, in-
cluding the extent to which
spending decisions should
be made at the state versus
the district level. Within
the context of new stan-
dards, the concept of educa-
tional productivity is
gaining groundthe idea
that schools need to in-
crease the effect their ex-
penditures have on student
performance.

I "Teaching all students to

high standards means

raising performance much

more and at a faster pace

than resources will

rise....Thus, underneath

the stated goals of cur-

rent education reform is

the unstated imperative

to improve the produc-
tivity of the system:'

Allan Odden and Sarah

Archibald, The Dynamics of

School Resource Allocation

Defining "adequate" starts with clarity
about educational goals
At the heart of the concept of funding adequacy lies the
assumption that the level of school funding and how
funds are used should in some way be linked to the expec-
tations for student and school system performance. Devel-
oping school funding policy based on this assumption can
be seen as a three-step process.

First, the goals of an "adequate education" must be
clearly and explicitly defined. California's work on
standards and accountability represents progress toward
that goal but also illustrates how complex it can be to



develop consensus. And California's task is not complete.
The state has yet to determine the level of performance it
expects from students or what obligations the public educa-
tion system has to the lowest and highest achievers. In
addition, policy makers must decide what part of student
achievement is the schools' responsibility and what factors,
such as student poverty, are beyond schools' control or
outside their charge.

The second step is to identify the components of an
adequate public education system. This is not a cut-and-
dried process because the effectiveness of various education
reforms, initiatives, and expenditures can vary dramatically
based on local circumstances. In other words, what works
in one setting may work less well or not at all in another.
That said, research and practice do point to certain things
as essential to effective schooling.

For example, research findings from a wide variety of
sources suggest that putting resources into improving educa-
tor qualificationsbuilding the capacity of educatorspays
off in terms of student performance. This includes the quality
of preparation, the rigor of certification practices, the quan-
tity and quality of professional development opportunities,
and salary levels high enough to attract and retain the best
and brightest in the education profession.

Finally, decision makers must determine how much money
is enough to make possible the system they envision. On the
theoretical side, the hard link between the allocation of
money and specific student outcomes has remained elusive.
Funds used the same way in two different schools or districts
yield different levels of improvement in student achievement.
Such results illustrate that money is only one among a host of
factors that affect the success of an education initiative. The
effects of intangiblessuch as school culture, existing school
policies or programs, and educators' skill in implementing the
riew programare difficult to quantify.

In an attempt to account for these and other factors, re-
searchers and policy makers throughout the United States
have used various methods to try to more broadly determine
how much money is enough. Places as diverse as New York,
New Jersey, Ohio, Kentucky, and Wyoming all have experi-
ences from which California could learn.

These states have discovered that there is not an ideal
strategy for determining adequate funding. And researchers
uniformly caution that the work takes time, commitment,
and thoughtful analysis.
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California needs to
align its school
finance system with
its expectations

Answering the question of
how much funding is enough
requires moving from a for-
mula based on what is avail-
able to one that requires some
consensus about what out-
comes are desired from the sys-
tem and agreement about the
best way to try to get them. To be done well, that undertak-
ing will have to bridge the concerns of many different inter-
est groups. Ultimately, it may require dramatic changes in
the status quo. That will take a strong political will, clear
leadership, a coherent vision, and some time.

California has raised its expec-
tations for student achievement
and thus for its public school
system. It has also instituted a
high-stakes accountability pro-
gram. Most experts agree that
the capacity of the system
needs to increase if those ex-
pectations are to be met. Addi-
tional funds may be integral to
that capacity building.

"Because a state identifies

a collection of resources as

adequate and funds that

collection, it does not

mean that districts should

be prevented from organiz-

ing resources and instruc-

tional delivery differently
to achieve the same objec-

tive.There is an inherent

tension between the state's

interest in guaranteeing

an adequate level of re-

sources, and the state's

interest in assuring that

local initiative, creativity,

and sense of control are

mobilized to deliver those

resources:'

James Guthrie and Richard

Rothstein. Equity and Adequacy

in Funding

Where can California go from here?
In the spring of 2000, California is expected to have additional state

funds available that could provide an immediate chance to increase
support for schools.

Measures tentatively slated for the November 2000 ballot call for in-
creasing funding for schools.

At the same time, the state could embark on a long-term rethinking

of the school finance system. perhaps as part of the work now being

undertaken on the KI 6 Master Plan.

To see what California school district superintendents advise, visit

the EdSource website at www.edsource.org and see the results of a

January 2000 survey on funding adequacy.
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